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ABB Ability™
Celebrating five years of safer, smarter,
more sustainable operations
Five years of ABB Ability and we’ve been busy! From connecting physical assets securely to the edge
and cloud to harnessing advanced analytics with AI, we're combining ABB's deep domain expertise
with connectivity and software innovation.
We're proud to work alongside our customers for greater productivity, energy efficiency and
a low-carbon future for everyone. And we’re just getting started.

Check out our 5-year journey:
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Official unveiling of the ABB Ability
solution portfolio, and a new strategic
partnership with Microsoft

ABB Ability™ Collaborative Operations enables customer collaboration beyond
organizational boundaries to improve
productivity, reduce equipment failure
and transform business performance

ABB Ability™ Marketplace - a one-stop-shop
for digital solutions delivered via softwareas-a-service (SaaS)

ABB Ability™ Digital Powertrain set in
motion, connecting drives, motors and
industrial applications to the cloud
and advanced analytics for condition
monitoring and predictive maintenance

ABB Ability™ Genix Industrial
Analytics and AI Suite brings it all together
by combining IT, OT and enterprise data
with artificial intelligence for faster, better
operational decisions

We switch on ABB Ability™ Energy and
Asset Manager, a new SaaS solution to
improve efficiency and reduce operational
costs by up to 40%
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Looking ahead
As we move forward, we’re doubling down
on industrial transformation.
Coming in October 2021
ABB Ability Genix Datalyzer and the ABB Ability
Genix Asset Performance Management Suite

ABB Ability™ HoverGuard takes flight
- the world’s fastest, most sensitive
drone-based leak detection system
offers a more efficient way to identify
odorless and invisible gas leaks

ABB constructs the ABB Ability™
Building Ecosystem - the simplest
way to enable smart buildings with
optimized space and energy efficiency

Unlocking assets’ full potential with
the ABB Ability™ Edge Industrial Gateway,
an easier way for customers to monitor
all downstream low- and mediumvoltage devices

Customers hit pay dirt with the launch
of ABB Ability™ eMine, new electrification
technologies that fast-track the transition
to a zero-carbon mine

More ways to help our customers know more
and do better every day.

Let’s write the future. Together.

LEARN MORE

